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Kart, Release 0.11.5

Welcome to the Kart documentation. Kart provides distributed version-control for geospatial and tabular data.

CONTENTS
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CONTENTS

CHAPTER

ONE

WHY KART

• Built on Git, works like Git - uses standard Git repositories and Git-like CLI commands. If you know Git, you’ll
feel right at home with Kart.
• Your choice of format - supports Microsoft SQL Server, PostgreSQL/PostGIS, MySQL and GeoPackage, with
more coming soon.
• Synchronize data - accurately synchronize datasets between systems in seconds. Kart moves and applies a
minimal compressed set of changes.
• Interact directly from within QGIS with the Kart Plugin.
• And much more. . .
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Chapter 1. Why Kart

CHAPTER

TWO

PROJECT STATUS

Kart is under rapid development and some APIs and data structures are subject to change. While Kart has undergone
considerable testing there is potential for data corrupting bugs. Please use with caution.
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Chapter 2. Project Status

CHAPTER

THREE

REPORTING BUGS & FEATURE SUGGESTIONS

Please report bugs and feature suggestions to the Kart issue tracker here. Please include any relevant system information
(e.g.operating system) and Kart version (kart --version), and as much information about the issue as possible.
Screenshots, debugging outputs and detailed explanations help us fix issues promptly.
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Chapter 3. Reporting Bugs & Feature Suggestions

CHAPTER

FOUR

DOCUMENTATION

4.1 Quick Guide
4.1.1 Installing
Windows
Download the .msi installer from the release page.
macOS
Download the .pkg installer from the release page.
Or use Homebrew to install: brew install koordinates/kart/kart --cask
Linux
For Debian/Ubuntu-based distributions, download the .deb package from the release page and install via dpkg -i
kart_*.deb
For RPM-based distributions, download the .rpm package from the release page and install via rpm -i kart-*.rpm

4.1.2 Quick Start
See the documentation for tutorials and reference.
If you’re new to git
Configure the identity you will use for Kart commits with:
$ kart config --global user.email "you@example.com"
$ kart config --global user.name "Your Name"
1. Export a GeoPackage from Koordinates with any combination of vector layers and tables.
2. Create a new Kart repository and import the GeoPackage (eg. kx-foo-layer.gpkg).
$ kart init myproject --import GPKG:kx-foo-layer.gpkg
$ cd myproject
Use this repository as the directory to run all the other commands in. This will also create a working copy as
myproject/myproject.gpkg to edit.
3. Editing the working copy in QGIS/etc:

9
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• will track changes in the internal kart tables
• additions/edits/deletes of features are supported
• changing feature PKs is supported
• schema changes should be detected, but aren’t supported yet (will error).
• Use F5 to refresh your QGIS map after changing the underlying working-copy data using kart.
4. With your working copy, kart commands should work if run from the myproject/ folder. Check --help
for options, the most important ones are supported. In some cases options are passed straight through to an
underlying git command:
• kart diff diff the working copy against the repository (no index!)
• kart commit -m {message} commit outstanding changes from the working copy
• kart log review commit history
• kart branch & kart checkout -b branch management
• kart fetch fetch upstream changes.
• kart status show working copy state.
• kart merge merge. Supports --ff/--no-ff/--ff-only from one merge source.
• kart switch switch to existing or new branches.
• kart reset & kart restore discard changes in the working copy.
• kart tag ...
• kart remote .... Remember simple remotes can just be another local directory.
• kart push / kart pull
• kart clone initialise a new repository from a remote URL,

4.1.3 Create a new repository & import dataset
Start with a GeoPackage dataset (my.gpkg), and create an empty folder for your new kart project:
$ mkdir myproject
$ cd myproject
$ kart init --import /path/to/my.gpkg
Use this repository as the directory to run all the other commands in. This will also create a working copy as
myproject/myproject.gpkg to use for editing.

4.1.4 Workflow
Your repository consists of two “trees” maintained by kart. The first one is your working copy which is a GeoPackage
holding the features you access & edit with your data tools. The second one is the HEAD which points to the last
commit you’ve made.
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4.1.5 Using the Working Copy
Editing with QGIS/ArcGIS/GDAL/etc:
• Will track all changes made to layers and tables in the repository.
• Additions/edits/deletes of features are supported
• Editing of a feature’s primary key value is supported
• Creating new fields or deleting existing fields is supported
• In QGIS, use F5 to refresh your map after changing the underlying working-copy data using kart.

4.1.6 Commit
To commit changes you’ve made to your working copy, use:
kart commit -m "Commit message"
Now the file is committed to the HEAD.
Before committing changes, you can also preview them by using kart diff

4.1.7 Branching
Branches are used to make changes isolated from each other. The master branch is the “default” branch when you
create a repository. Use other branches for editing and merge them back to the master branch upon completion.
Create a new branch named “edit_x” and switch to it using: kart checkout -b edit_x
Switch back to master: kart checkout master
And delete the branch again: kart branch -d edit_x

4.1.8 Merge
To merge another branch into your active branch (e.g. master), use kart merge <branch>
Kart tries to auto-merge changes.

4.1.9 Tagging
it’s recommended to create tags for data releases. You can create a new tag named 2019.11 by executing
kart tag 2019.11 1b2e1d63
the 1b2e1d63ff stands for the first few characters of the commit id you want to reference with your tag. You can get
the commit id by looking at the. . .

4.1. Quick Guide
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4.1.10 Log
in its simplest form, you can study repository history using kart log
kart show will show the latest HEAD commit
kart status shows a summary of your branch state and working copy changes.

4.1.11 Switch back to an old revision
Find the commit id (or tag or branch) you want to reference from kart log , then switch your working copy to it using
kart checkout 1b2e1d63

4.1.12 Replace working copy changes
You can replace edits to your working copy using the command kart reset HEAD. This replaces the changes in your
working copy with the last content in HEAD.

4.2 Basic Usage Tutorial
4.2.1 Tutorial Requirements
• QGIS - A Free and Open Source Geographic Information System - Download
• Wellington Building Outlines Example Data - Download ZIP
• Kart - Quick Guide
In this tutorial we are working with a data set of Wellington City building outlines, published by Land Information
New Zealand. You should be familiar with basic terminal commands and QGIS editing functions.
Create or choose an empty folder for this tutorial and copy the example GeoPackage into your tutorial folder. For
example:
$ ls
wellington-building-outlines.gpkg

4.2.2 Creating a new Repository & importing data
Kart makes it possible to store spatial and tabular data in a version controlled data repository.
Decide on a path to your new repository. To create the repository and import the table, use the init command. Since
there is only one table in the GeoPackage, wellington_building_outlines, you don’t need to specify which table
to import.
$ mkdir buildings-project
$ cd buildings-project
$ kart init --import=GPKG:../wellington-building-outlines.gpkg
Starting git-fast-import...
Importing 75,408 features from GPKG:../wellington-building-outlines.gpkg:wellington_
˓→building_outlines to wellington_building_outlines/ ...
Added 75,408 Features to index in 2.6s
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

Overall rate: 29198 features/s)
/Users/me/code/kart/venv/libexec/git-core/git-fast-import statistics:
--------------------------------------------------------------------Alloc'd objects:
125000
Total objects:
120522 (
0 duplicates
)
blobs :
75431 (
0 duplicates
73930 deltas of
˓→attempts)
trees :
45090 (
0 duplicates
0 deltas of
˓→attempts)
commits:
1 (
0 duplicates
0 deltas of
˓→attempts)
tags
:
0 (
0 duplicates
0 deltas of
˓→attempts)
Total branches:
1 (
1 loads
)
marks:
1024 (
0 unique
)
atoms:
75691
Memory total:
26402 KiB
pools:
18590 KiB
objects:
7812 KiB
--------------------------------------------------------------------pack_report: getpagesize()
=
4096
pack_report: core.packedGitWindowSize = 1073741824
pack_report: core.packedGitLimit
= 35184372088832
pack_report: pack_used_ctr
=
2
pack_report: pack_mmap_calls
=
1
pack_report: pack_open_windows
=
1 /
1
pack_report: pack_mapped
=
16667668 /
16667668
---------------------------------------------------------------------

73936␣
0␣
0␣
0␣

Closed in 1s
Checkout to /Users/me/kart-tutorial/buildings-project/buildings-project.gpkg as GPKG ...
Commit: dd4d5159a020d1c7a661d6fe7a8e099a92cba7e1
Once the import is complete, you will have an initialised repository with your data imported. Check its current status:
$ kart status
On branch master
Nothing to commit, working copy clean

4.2.3 Working Copy
A working copy is a version of your data repository in a form you view and edit. Your working copy is a new GeoPackage
with additional tracking information.
Normally your working copy is named the same as your project folder and is located inside your project folder.
In our example, in the buildings-project/ folder the working copy is named building-projects.gpkg.
Remember that the repository is the folder path buildings-project/. This is the location where you should run
your kart commands to manage your repository, checkouts, branches, etc. The working copy is your tracked data - i.e.
the data you can view & modify.

4.2. Basic Usage Tutorial
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Open QGIS and find the tutorial folder in the file browser. Open buildings-project.gpkg and add the
wellington-building-outlines layer to your map. QGIS will display the layer content.

4.2.4 Making and Committing Changes
A “commit” is another word for saving a change in your data to the repository. One commit can contain any number
of changes - modifications, additions and deletions.
In QGIS, select the wellington_building_outlines layer and toggle editing on. Select a feature and open the
attributes table and change a value. In this example, we select a stadium and modify the use from Unknown to Stadium.

14
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Once you have edited the feature, save the layer edits and toggle layer editing off.
From your terminal, use kart status to see the effect of the edit.
$ kart status
On branch master
Changes in working copy:
(use "kart commit" to commit)
(use "kart reset" to discard changes)
wellington_building_outlines/
modified: 1 feature
kart reports a single modified feature. We can see the detail of the change with kart diff.
$ kart diff
--- wellington_building_outlines:fid=4381
+++ wellington_building_outlines:fid=4381
use = Unknown
+
use = Stadium
Once you’ve checked that the change looks correct, you can commit the change to the repository with commit. You
need to provide a commit message - a human readable description of the change.
$ kart commit -m "Updated stadium usage attribute for the Kart usage tutorial."
[master 094b328] Updated stadium usage attribute for the Kart usage tutorial.
wellington_building_outlines/
modified: 1 feature
Date: Fri Jun 19 12:11:40 2020 +1200

4.2. Basic Usage Tutorial
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Your change has now been saved in the history of your repository. Running status will show the new ‘clean’ state of
your working copy:
$ kart status
On branch master
Nothing to commit, working copy clean

4.2.5 Resetting Changes
Kart provides a simple method to undo the changes you’ve made since your last commit, called reset.
Switch back to your QGIS window. Toggle editing back on, select a large number of features and delete them. Toggle
editing off in QGIS, saving the QGIS layer edits when prompted.

Now run kart status to see the effect of your edit on the working copy data:
$ kart status
On branch master
Changes in working copy:
(use "kart commit" to commit)
(use "kart reset" to discard changes)
wellington_building_outlines/
deleted:
199 features
Rather than save this edit, roll the data back to the previous commit with kart reset:
16
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$ kart reset
Updating buildings-project.gpkg ...
In QGIS, press f5 or click the ‘refresh’ button. The layer will be updated to it’s previous state before the features were
deleted.

4.3 Command Reference
4.3.1 Creating Repositories
A repository is a version controlled data store. It exists as a filesystem directory, which contains the versioned data,
the current revision, a log of changes, etc. It is highly recommended that you do not manually edit the contents of the
repository directory.
Create a Repository from a GeoPackage or Postgres Database
kart init --import <source> [<repository>]
This command creates a new repository and imports all tables from the given database. (For more fine grained control,
use kart init to create an empty repository, and then use kart import.)
• <source>: Path to the GeoPackage, or PostgreSQL Connection URI to be imported.
• <repository> Path to the directory where the repository will be created. If not specified, defaults to the current
directory.

4.3. Command Reference
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kart
kart
kart
kart

init
# init empty repository
init --import my-data-store.gpkg
init --import my-data-store.gpkg ./my-new-repository/
init --import postgresql://username:password@hostname/databasename

Import into Existing Repository
kart import <source> [<table>] [<table>]
This command imports one or more tables into the kart repository in the working directory. If no tables
are provided at the command line, the command will prompt the user to select one from the source database.
If tables should be imported with a different name, this is done by providing a table specification like so:
<table_to_import>:<new_name_for_table>
kart import my-data-store.gpkg
kart import my-data-store.gpkg 2019_08_06_median_waterlevel
kart import my-data-store.gpkg 2019_08_06_median_waterlevel:waterlevel
Data can be imported from any of the following types of databases:
• GeoPackage
• PostGIS
• SQLServer
• MySQL
• Shapefiles
The following syntax examples show how to import from each type of database.
kart
kart
kart
kart
kart

import
import
import
import
import

PATH-TO-FILE.gpkg table_1 table_2 table_3
postgresql://USERNAME:PASSWORD@HOST/DBNAME/DBSCHEMA table_1 table_2 table_3
mssql://USERNAME:PASSWORD@HOST/DBNAME/DBSCHEMA table_1 table_2 table_3
mysql://USERNAME:PASSWORD@HOST/DBNAME/DBSCHEMA table_1 table_2 table_3
PATH-TO-FILE.shp

You can also specify --all-tables to import all tables from a particular datasource.
Clone Existing Repositories
kart clone <repository> [<directory>]
Copies a repository into a newly created directory and automatically adds remotes to the source repository.
• <repository> The remote repository to clone from.
• <directory> The directory for the new repository. Defaults to the last path component of the cloned repository.

18
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4.3.2 Managing Working Copies
A working copyis a snapshot of the data contained in the repository. The working copy of the data is the data you can
view & edit in your GIS tool of choice. By default, Kart creates a GeoPackage working copy in your Kart repository
as soon as there is some data in your repository.
Kart supports different types of working copy, but a Kart repository can only have one type of working copy at a time.
The supported types are currently:
• GeoPackage
• PostGIS
• SQLServer
• MySQL
Creating different types of Working Copy
You can choose the type of working copy you want during an init or clone operation, eg:
• kart init --workingcopy=PATH.gpkg
• kart init --workingcopy=postgresql://USERNAME:PASSWORD@HOST/DBNAME/DBSCHEMA
• kart init --workingcopy=mssql://USERNAME:PASSWORD@HOST/DBNAME/DBSCHEMA
• kart init --workingcopy=mysql://USERNAME:PASSWORD@HOST/DBNAME
Or you can change working copy type in an existing repository using kart create-workingcopy:
• kart create-workingcopy PATH.gpkg
. . . and so on.
Query the State of a Working Copy
kart status
Displays the current branch state and lists the number of uncommitted additions, modifications and deletions in the
current working copy.
Example
$ kart status
On branch master
Changes in working copy:
(use "kart commit" to commit)
(use "kart reset" to discard changes)
my_layer/
modified:
new:
deleted:

4 features
8 features
11 features

4.3. Command Reference
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Viewing Changes
kart diff [<commit_spec>] [<dataset>[:<pk>]]...
Shows the diff between two commits, or between one commit and the working copy.
• <commit_spec>:
– If not supplied, this defaults to HEAD, so that this command shows the diff between HEAD and the working
copy.
– If supplied with a single commit, ie <commit-A> then this command shows the diff between commit-A
and the working copy.
– If supplied with the form <commit-A>...<commit-B> then this command shows the diff between
commit-A and commit-B.
– If supplied with the form <commit-A>..<commit-B> then this command shows the diff between the
common ancestor of commit-A and commit-B, and commit-B.
• <dataset> or <dataset>:<pk> Only show changes in this dataset, or to this feature. This argument can be
supplied multiple times to view multiple changes at once - if it is not supplied, all changes in the repository are
shown.
Commit Changes to a Working Copy
kart commit [-m "<message>"] [<dataset>[:<pk>]]...
Commits any changes that have been made to the working copy that have not yet been committed.
• -m <message> --message <message> The text message to associate with this commit.
• <dataset> or <dataset>:<pk> Only commit changes from this dataset, or only commit changes of this feature.
This argument can be supplied multiple times to commit multiple changes at once - if it is not supplied, all changes
in the repository are committed.
Roll Back Changes to a Working Copy
kart reset HEAD
Resets any changes (additions, deletions, modifications) in the working copy to the state of the last commit (HEAD).

4.3.3 Branching and Merging
Create a Branch
kart checkout -b <branch>
Creates a new branch, and switches the current working copy to the the new branch.
• -b <branch> Specifies the name of the new branch.

20
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Delete a Branch
kart branch -d <branch>
Deletes the branch.
Merge a Branch
Merging two branches combines the changes from both branches to produce a new state and history.
kart merge <branch>
• <branch> The branch to merge into the current branch.

4.3.4 Resolving Conflicts
Sometimes a merge cannot be performed automatically because changes in one branch conflict with changes in the other
branch. These conflicts must instead be manually resolved. Tools to make this process easier are still in development.
$ kart merge my_work
Merging branch "my_work" into master
Conflicts found:
my_layer:
my_layer:feature: 3 conflicts
Repository is now in "merging" state.
View conflicts with `kart conflicts` and resolve them with `kart resolve`.
Once no conflicts remain, complete this merge with `kart merge --continue`.
Or use `kart merge --abort` to return to the previous state.
When a merge cannot be applied cleanly, the repository is moved into a merging state. The merge must be completed
by resolving all conflicts before any other work can be done in the repository - if now is not a good time to work on
this, then the merge can be abandoned for the time being with kart merge --abort.
Useful commands during merging state:
kart
kart
kart
kart
kart

status
merge --abort
conflicts
resolve ...
merge --continue

#
#
#
#
#

4.3. Command Reference

Shows whether the repository is in merging state
Abandons the merge, returns to the previous state
Shows conflicts that must be resolved to complete the merge
Resolves one conflict
Completes the merge once no more conflicts remain
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Viewing Conflicts
kart conflicts [<dataset>[:<pk>]]...
• <dataset> or <dataset>:<pk> Only view conflicts involving this dataset, or only view conflicts involving this
feature. This argument can be supplied multiple times to view multiple conflicts at once - if it is not supplied, all
conflicts in the repository are shown.
Resolving a Conflict
kart resolve <conflict> --with=<resolution>
• <conflict> The name of the the conflict to resolve - generally takes the form
<layer>:feature:<feature_id>, but more complicated conflicts can have more complicated names.
The names of all conflicts are available by running kart conflicts
• --with=<resolution> The resolution here must be one of ancestor, ours, theirs, or delete, which resolve the conflict in the following manner:
– ancestor resolve the conflict by accepting the ancestor version, essentially undoing both changes that
conflict
– ours resolve the conflict by accepting our version, keeping our change but discarding their change
– theirs resolve the conflict by accepting their version, keeping their change but discarding our change
– delete resolve the conflict by deleting the item which has conflicting changes
These resolutions are the only resolutions that can be selected by name. Other resolutions are also possible, but must
be supplied in a file.
kart resolve <conflict> --with-file=<resolution.geojson>
• <resolution.geojson> This must be a geojson file containing one or more features. The order of the features
in the file is unimportant, as is any “id” field on the GEOJson feature object itself - all relevant information is
read from the “geometry” and “properties” fields, including primary keys.
$ kart resolve my_layer:feature:15 --with-file=15_merged.geojson
Resolved 1 conflict. 0 conflicts to go.
$ kart merge --continue
Merging branch "my_work" into master
No conflicts!
Merge committed as 2a645ba3987625b723f0f4bc406e7da877bd30c2

4.3.5 Spatial Filtering
Starting with Kart 0.11.0, Kart supports spatially-filtered repositories. This is a Kart repository with an extra attached
geometry describing a region that the user is interested in - any features that intersect that geometry are said to match
the spatial filter, and they are shown in the working copy. Conversely any features that do not intersect with it do not
match, and are hidden from the working copy.
When users are dealing with large (state/national/global) datasets with a smaller area of interest, using spatial filtering
provides two main benefits:
• Saves time, bandwidth, and disk space when cloning a repo and creating a working copy, by only downloading
matching features.
• Saves time loading the working copy into editors, minimising the amount of data applications need to deal with.
22
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When working with small datasets the additional overhead of applying a filter will likely outweigh any performance
gains, particularly for fetches over a network.
The spatial filter is applied in three different ways:
1. Only features that match the spatial filter are cloned during a kart clone and fetched via kart fetch.
2. Kart commands that output features only output the features that match the spatial filter.
3. The working copy is only populated with features that match the spatial filter.
Setting the spatial filter
Various commands support the option --spatial-filter followed by a spatial filter specification (see the next section).
This can be supplied during a clone operation (which can save you from downloading unneeded data). - kart clone
URL --spatial-filter="EPSG:4326;POLYGON((...))"
Or to reference a file containing the
--spatial-filter=@myspatialfilter.txt

spatial

filter

specification:

-

kart clone URL

To change the spatial filter at any time after the clone: - kart checkout --spatial-filter="EPSG:4326;
POLYGON((...)) - kart checkout --spatial-filter=@myspatialfilter.txt
To clear the spatial filter (such that all features match the spatial filter, as happens by default): - kart checkout
--spatial-filter=none
The command kart status will tell you if a spatial filter is currently active.
Specifying the spatial filter
A spatial filter specification has two parts - the CRS, and the geometry. Specifying the CRS that the spatial filter is
specified in is necessary since the spatial filter applies to the entire repository, which could contain a variety of datasets
using a variety of CRSs. There are two ways to specify a spatial filter, either inline or by creating a file that contains
the specification
Inline specification
The inline specification for a spatial filter consists of the name of the CRS, followed by a semicolon, followed by a valid
Polygon or Multipolygon encoded using WKT or hex-encoded WKB. It will look something like one or other of the
following:
• EPSG:4326;POLYGON((...)) (WKT)
• EPSG:4269;01030000... (hex-encoded WKB)

4.3. Command Reference
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File containing the specification
The file should contain either the name of the CRS or the entire CRS definition in WKT, followed by a blank line,
followed by a valid Polygon or Multipolygon encoded using WKT or hex-encoded WKB. For example:
EPSG:4326
POLYGON((...))
To reference a spatial filter file on your filesystem, use an @ symbol followed by the path to the file. This syntax can
be used instead of the inline specification anywhere that a spatial filter specification is expected.
Current limitations
• Spatial filtering may not save much bandwidth or disk space in repositories where each individual feature takes
very little room on disk. See Appendix
• Repeatedly changing the spatial filter is not guaranteed to be more efficient than not using spatial filters at all.
See Appendix
• If the repository you are cloning from has not been spatially indexed, all features must be downloaded before the
filter can be applied. See Indexing
• The spatial filter cannot be set to a geometry that can’t be transformed into the CRS for every dataset in the
repository.
• Currently indexing isn’t very clever with respect to certain CRS changes. If the CRS for a dataset has been
drastically changed at some point, then the index generated for that dataset, although accurate, can be very
inefficient, resulting in inefficient clones. (If the CRS is changed but the new CRS is similar to the old one
in that the features are all in approximately the same place regardless of which CRS is used to interpret them,
then an efficient index will still be generated). #538
• Spatial filtered cloning is currently only supported on the server-side on the MacOS and Linux versions of Kart.
It is currently not supported when the server is running Windows. #539
Effects of setting the spatial filter
During clone / fetch
Spatial filtering during a kart clone is only performed if the spatial filter is supplied up front as part of the clone
command. The spatial filter can be changed any time after the clone operation is complete, but at this point the entire
repository will already have been cloned and it will be too late to save on download time and bandwidth. Note that
none of the cloned data is deleted when changing the spatial filter anytime after cloning. To put this another way:
1. During a clone, a spatial filter can be supplied. Only features that match this original spatial filter are fetched.
The spatial filter applied during fetching remains the same from this point onwards.
2. Kart commands only output the features that match the current spatial filter, which can be changed at any time.
3. The working copy is only populated with features that match the current spatial filter, which can be changed at
any time.
As a result, a current limitation is that the spatial filter can be changed at any time, but only to a subset of the filter that
was used during the clone. If you need to grow the spatial filter beyond what was originally cloned, the workaround
currently is to start again with a fresh clone.
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There are two more qualifications regarding spatial filtering during clone and fetch operations - - All features that are
needed will be downloaded, but some features may be downloaded that are not actually needed. Since the spatial-filter
is applied precisely in the other two stages (Kart command output and working copy creation) any extra features will be
hidden from you. The cloned data on disk may contain any number of features that are outside the spatial filter without
any adverse effects. - A spatial-filtered clone is not possible if no spatial index has been generated at the remote you
are cloning from (see Indexing for more details). In this case your only option is to clone the entire repository. Add the
flag --spatial-filter-after-clone to the kart clone command to clone the entire repository and then apply
the specified spatial filter immediately afterwards (before the working copy is created).
During command output
The following commands all show a diff with old and new versions of features: kart diff, kart show, kart
create-patch. When a spatial filter is active, these commands will not show those changes to features that happen entirely outside the spatial filter. If the diff happened entirely or partially inside the spatial filter, then it will be
shown. This includes all of the following:
• Changes to features that remained inside the spatial filter
• Creation or deletion of features inside the spatial filter
• Movement of features from outside the spatial filter to inside the spatial filter
• Movement of features from inside the spatial filter to outside the spatial filter
In all cases, both the new and old version of the feature will be shown, even if only one of those versions match. It is
only if neither version matches that they are not shown.
During working copy creation
Kart will only populate the working copy with those features that match the current spatial filter. If you change the
spatial filter, Kart will rewrite the working copy. Of course, you can change the working copy in any way you like, and
commit those changes. Take note however: other primary key values other than the ones you can see in the working
copy may already be in use. Suppose a small dataset contains only four features with primary key values of 1, 2, 3, 4
but only the first two match the spatial filter. When editing the working copy, nothing will prevent you from adding a
third feature with primary key 3, but when you try to commit it, Kart will warn you that it conflicts with an existing
feature that is outside your working copy - if you force Kart to commit it anyway, then that feature will be overwritten.
Kart will warn about these conflicts when running kart status or kart diff. They are called “spatial filter conflicts”. Kart attempts to help you avoid them by setting up the working copy so that the next primary key in the sequence
that is chosen by default will not conflict with any existing features. If you do accidentally create spatial filter conflicts,
the appropriate fix is to reassign the conflicting features new primary key values that are not used elsewhere.
Indexing
Indexing is only useful if you are managing a repository will be cloned by others who will do so using a spatial filter.
In this case, you should run the following command to generate a spatial index the repository so that when they clone
it, they only receive the features that match the spatial filter. If there is no spatial index, they will instead receive every
single feature. As explained above, the resulting repository will still behave as expected - Kart commands and working
copy will still be limited precisely according to the spatial filter specified - but they will miss out on the saving of only
downloading the required data.
To index a repository, run the following command:
kart spatial-filter index

4.3. Command Reference
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As more data is added to the repository, running the same command again will index data that has not yet been indexed.
Running this command on a semi-regular basis as the repository has more data added will help ensure users get the most
efficient spatially filtered clones possible, but forgetting to do so has no adverse effects apart from reduced efficiency.
This could be automated by using, for instance, the git post-receive hook.
Indexing is performed on a best effort basis - certain features may fail to index due to geometry or CRS issues and
so these features will always be cloned regardless of any spatial filter. This has no adverse effects apart from reduced
efficiency and so will not be noticeable as long as these features aren’t numerous.
Indexing a repository automatically enables the Git config setting uploadpack.allowAnySHA1InWant. This is necessary to allow clients who have made a spatial-filtered clone to separately fetch individual features that they are missing,
for the case that a particular operation requires a particular feature that hasn’t yet been fetched since it is outside of the
spatial filter.
Implementation
During clone / fetch
Filters are sent to the server as envelopes in EPSG:4326. If the server is maintaining a spatial index - a list of envelopes,
one per feature, also in EPSG:4326 - then the server will use this data to skip the features where the envelopes don’t
overlap at all. This is conservative - sometimes a feature will not intersect the spatial filter, but it will be fetched anyway
since their envelopes overlap. The spatial index is stored SQLite database in a file in the Kart repository internals named
feature_envelopes.db. It also stores information about which commits have been indexed, which is what allows
the index command to be rerun at any time without it restarting from scratch.
Since a Kart repository is still basically a type of Git repository, the standard Git mechanisms such as the
git-upload-pack command are still used for cloning and fetching. However, Kart maintains a custom build of
Git with some slight changes that allow for spatial filtered clones. Firstly, the list-objects-filter specification is extended
such that Git accepts “extension” filters - extra filters that have names starting with “extension” and that may or may
not be compiled into a particular Git build. Secondly, a spatial filter extension is introduced that skips Kart features
that are outside a specified envelope. The resulting git clone command is as follows:
git clone URL --filter=extension:spatial=W,S,E,N
where W, S, E and N are the extent of the envelope in degrees longitude and latitude. The following constraints must
hold true: S <= Nand W <= E (unless the envelope crosses the antimeridian, in which case E < W). All longitudes
must be in the range -180 <= X <= 180 and latitudes in the range -90 <= Y <= 90.
The custom build of git which supports filter extensions is found on GitHub at koordinates/git, and the spatial filter
extension is part of the Kart repository.
There is also a custom build of git for Windows here which supports filter extensions generally but doesn’t include the
spatial filter extension specifically. This is sufficient so that spatial filtered clones can be made with a Windows client,
but they cannot currently be made using a Windows server.
For more details, see Building Git for Kart
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During command output / working copy creation
Once the data is on the client, the index is no longer used. Instead, Kart applies the spatial filter precisely to each dataset
in turn by transforming the spatial filter geometry to the dataset’s CRS, and outputting only those features that intersect
with the resulting geometry.
Kart also needs to skip over any features that have not fetched - since they are not present locally, Kart doesn’t know
exactly what those features are, but can infer that they must be features somewhere outside the spatial filter, or they
would have been fetched. Kart is only willing to skip over missing features in this way if a spatial filter was active
during the clone operation, and the missing features are in “promisor” packfiles, which are packfiles which can have
missing objects - partial clones result in these types of packfiles. Standard packfiles (non-promisor) by contrast are
guaranteed to not have any missing objects, so Kart will abort immediately if it encounters a missing object in such a
packfile - since the guarantee has been unexpectedly broken, the repository must be corrupt in some way.
The third party libraries that Kart uses for reading Git repositories - pygit2 and libgit2 - currently don’t have full
support for partial clones, so they don’t have a way of separating objects that are missing-but-promised (as in promisor
packfiles) and objects that are unexpectedly missing (that is, corrupt). Kart maintains a fork of each project which has
this functionality added, but which has not yet been merged upstream. These are found here:
• Libgit2 fork
• Pygit2 fork

Appendix - More on Limitations
Not much disk space is saved when features are small on disk
(Previously tracked as #557)
When spatial filtering is applied during a clone, some blobs are not sent, but at this point, all tree objects are sent.
(These “tree” objects group the features into a hierarchy that is not visible to the user, but which gives the repository a
git-compatible structure).
When features are very small in terms of bytes on disk (ie, more commonly for POINT geometries), then the feature
blobs may be much smaller than the tree structure, and a spatially filtered clone may not provide much benefit at all in
terms of bandwidth or disk space saved.
In this case, you might opt to clone without a spatial filter at all since it is not benefitting you, or you might opt to clone
with --spatial-filter-after-clone - this flag means that the spatial filter is only applied locally, which means
you can change it at any time without having to refetch any missing features.
Repeatedly changing the spatial filter is inefficient
(Previously tracked as #558)
Changing the spatial filter “locally” is relatively efficient - in this scenario you have already fetched the necessary data,
and Kart is just changing your view of the data and repopulating the working copy with only the data that matches your
spatial filter.
These local-only changes happen if you cloned the entire repository originally - in this case you can set any spatial filter
you want from that point on and it will always be a local-only change - or, if you originally cloned with a large spatial
filter, and you are now changing the spatial filter to be a smaller spatial filter that is a subset of it.
Changing your spatial filter to a new spatial filter that isn’t a subset of what was originally fetched, causes the fetching
of data to begin again from scratch - it is no more efficient in terms of bandwidth than if you had cloned a brand new
4.3. Command Reference
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repository while specifying the new spatial filter. Currently no attempt is made to skip the resending of features that
the client already has (this is possible, but technically difficult and not yet implemented).
For this reason, if you intend to change the spatial filter often, it is best to initially clone using a spatial filter that is
a superset of the various spatial filters you intend to use (for example, if you intend to switch between using different
cities in your state as spatial filters, it is probably best to clone the entire state initially). Depending on your use case,
it may be simplest to clone the entire repository.

4.4 Upgrading
Warning: A reminder that compatibility for Kart 0.x releases (software or repositories) isn’t guaranteed, Kart is
evolving quickly and things will change. However, we aim to provide the means to upgrade existing repositories
between 0.x versions and to 1.0.*

4.4.1 v0.9 (first “Kart” release)
As of release 0.9, Sno is renamed to Kart.
Newly created repositories will have local config and structure named after kart instead of sno - for instance, a Kart
repo’s objects are now hidden inside a .kart folder. Existing Sno repos using the older names will continue to be
supported going forward. To modify a repo in place to use the kart based names instead of the sno ones, use kart
upgrade-to-kart PATH.
Your data, changes, and branch/tag/commit histories will be preserved. Even commit hashes remain unchanged - only
the local configuration is changed.

4.4.2 v0.8 (last “Sno” release)
As of Sno 0.8, Datasets V1 is no longer supported. Any repositories you have that are still using this format can still
be upgraded as described in the v0.5 release, using sno upgrade /path/to/old-repo /path/to/new-repo.

4.4.3 v0.5
Repositories created with Sno 0.2 or higher can be used with 0.5, however some new functionality requires that you
upgrade your repositories to the new format (Datasets V2). A future release of Sno will drop support for v1 repositories.
To upgrade your repositories to the new format, run sno upgrade /path/to/old-repo /path/to/new-repo.
Your data, changes, and branch/tag/commit histories will be preserved, along with commit dates/times/authors. Commit hashes will change.
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4.4.4 v0.4
Repositories created with Sno 0.2 or higher are compatible with v0.4. Some command argument syntax has changed
(especially init and import commands.) See the Changelog for more information.

4.4.5 v0.3
Repositories created with v0.2 Sno are compatible with v0.3. Some command argument syntax has changed. See the
documentation for more information.
macOS
1. Uninstall the old version: brew uninstall sno; brew untap koordinates/sno
2. Install Sno v0.3 — see the Readme.

4.4.6 v0.2
Repositories created with older Snowdrop preview versions are not compatible with v0.2. Some command names and
argument syntax have changed. See the documentation for more information.
1. Commit any outstanding changes to the old repositories
2. Uninstall the old Snowdrop software: brew uninstall --force snowdrop; brew untap koordinates/
snowdrop
3. Install Sno v0.2 — see the Readme.
4. Make an empty directory for each upgraded repository (mkdir /path/to/new)
5. Run sno upgrade 00-02 /path/to/old-repo.sno /path/to/new {layer} where {layer} is the name
of the layer in your old repository.
6. Your data, changes, and branch/tag/commit histories will be preserved, along with commit dates/times/authors.
Commit hashes will change.

4.5 Working Copy Formats
The following pages specify handling for specific working copy formats:

4.5.1 Geopackage Working Copy
The default format for the working copy of a Kart repository is a GeoPackage, or GPKG. Creating a Kart repository and
importing data will generally cause a GPKG working copy to be created automatically in the same directory as the Kart
repository, unless you specify a different working copy configuration. To explicitly choose where a GPKG working
copy is created or what it is called, specify the --workingcopy flag when creating the repository, for example:
kart init --workingcopy=example.gpkg --import=...

4.5. Working Copy Formats
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GPKG limitations
Most geospatial data can be converted to GPKG format without losing any fidelity, but it does have the following
limitations.
Primary keys
GPKG requires integer primary keys for tables that have a geometry column. Other tables do not have this constraint
[GPKG spec]. Kart follows these requirements as described below:
• Integer primary keys
Integer primary keys are preserved fully and function normally in a GPKG working copy.
• String primary keys (or any other non-integer type)
If the dataset does not have a geometry column, then these primary keys are checked out without modification.
If the dataset does have a geometry column, then the primary key column is demoted to a regular column (but
constrained to be unique and not-null), and another column is added to the table that is an integer primary key
column, for the sole purpose of making the table conform to the GPKG specification. The additional integer
column is called auto_int_pk. It is not part of the dataset, its contents are arbitrary (except that they conform
to the GPKG requirements), and it is not tracked by Kart - any edits specifically to this column will not be
committed.
• No primary key column
Importing data without primary keys is supported, a primary key will be added to each row automatically as it
is imported. More documentation on importing data without primary keys will be added soon.
• Composite primary keys (multiple primary key columns)
This is not yet supported.
No type safety
A GPKG file is implemented as a SQLite database. SQLite is extremely lax about types, treating all of them as suggestions rather than rules to be enforced - for example, it is possible to store a string in a field of type integer. Because
of this, it is possible to create a GPKG working copy that contains data that doesn’t conform to it’s schema. Kart tries
to prevent you from committing changes that don’t conform to the schema, because Kart is interoperable with other
data formats where there is stricter type checking. If you were able to commit strings in an integer field, that would
prevent another contributor from checking out the same dataset in, for instance, a PostGIS working copy. So, when
editing data, be mindful that you keep it as the right type, and be aware that if you fail to do so you will get a Schema
violation error when you try to commit.
Approximated types
According to the GPKG Specification, a valid GPKG must contain only the following types:
• BOOLEAN
• BLOB
• DATE
• DATETIME
• DOUBLE
• FLOAT
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• INTEGER (int64)
• MEDIUMINT (int32)
• REAL
• SMALLINT (int16)
• TEXT
• TINYINT (int8)
There are three types that Kart supports that do not have an equivalent on this list: interval, numeric, and time.
These types are “approximated” as TEXT in the GPKG working copy. See Approximated Types for more information.
SQLite has a series of date and time functions available which work with ISO8601 date and time strings.

4.5.2 MySQL Working Copy
In order to use a MySQL working copy, you need to have a server running MySQL 8.0 or later.
MySQL partitioning
MySQL servers are designed so that they can be used for multiple apps simultaneously without those apps interfering
with each other. This is usually achieved by storing data from different apps in different databases.
• A MySQL server contains one or more named databases, which in turn contain tables. A user connected to the
server can query tables in any database they have access-rights to without starting a new connection. Two tables
can have the same name, as long as they are in different databases.
MySQL has only a single layer of data separation - the database. (Contrast to PostgreSQL and Microsoft SQLServer
which have two layers, database and schema). A Kart MySQL working copy can share a server with any other app,
but it expects to be given its own database to manage (just as Kart expects to manage its own GPKG working copy, not
share it with data from other apps). Managing the database means that Kart is responsible for initialising that database
and importing the data in its initial state, then keeping track of any edits made to that data so that they can be committed.
Kart expects that the user will use some other application to modify the data in that database as part of making edits to
a Kart working copy.
This approach differs from other working copy types that only manage a single schema within a database.
MySQL Connection URI
A Kart repository with a MySQL working copy needs to be configured with a mysql:// connection URI. This URI
contains how to connect to the server, and the name of the database that should be managed as a working copy by this
Kart repository.
Kart needs a connection URL in the following format:
mysql://[user[:password]@]host[:port]/dbname
For example, a Kart repo called airport might have a URL like the following:
mysql://kart_user:password@localhost:1433/airport_kart
To configure a Kart repository to use a particular MySQL database as its working copy, specify the --workingcopy
flag when creating the repository, for example:
kart init --workingcopy=mysql://...

--import=...

The database that Kart is given to manage should be either non-existent or empty at the time Kart is configured, but
the server should already be running.
4.5. Working Copy Formats
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The database user needs to have full rights to modify objects in the specified database. (eg: via GRANT ALL
PRIVILEGES ON airport_kart.* TO kart_user; FLUSH PRIVILEGES;).
MySQL limitations
Most geospatial data can be converted to MySQL format without losing any fidelity, but it does have the following
limitations.
Three and four dimensional geometries
Geometries in MySQL are always two-dimensional (meaning they have an X and a Y co-ordinate, or a longitude and
a latitude co-ordinate). Three- or four-dimensional geometries, with Z (altitude) or M (measure) co-ordinates, are not
supported in MySQL. As a result, Kart datasets containing three- and four-dimensional geometries cannot currently be
checked out into MySQL working copies.
Approximated types
There is one type that Kart supports that has no MySQL equivalent - the interval. This type is approximated as TEXT
in the MySQL working copy. See Approximated types for more information.
CRS definitions
MySQL comes pre-installed with thousands of standard EPSG coordinate reference system definitions. Although these
are generally produced from official sources, unfortunately different vendors or products might have slightly different
variations of them with respect to axis ordering, naming, authority codes, or other differences.
Kart has some design goals that make CRS management slightly more complicated in a MySQL working copy:
• Kart doesn’t want to interfere with the CRS definitions that come pre-installed in MySQL, since these are shared
by all database users - it would be unhelpful if they were forever being modified in minor ways by different users,
instead software should try and use the standard. For this reason, Kart doesn’t take the CRS from the dataset and
overwrite the pre-installed CRS in MySQL.
• Kart doesn’t want commit changes that only exist due to working copy limitations, as opposed to changes the user
has made explicitly. A user might create a MySQL working copy just to change one piece of data - they shouldn’t
accidentally end up committing the MySQL version of any CRS definitions that the data is using. It would be
unhelpful if every type of working copy that was used to make a commit, caused the dataset CRS definitions to
be modified to a different version of the standard. For this reason, Kart doesn’t take the CRS from the working
copy and overwrite the CRS in the dataset.
The end result is that the standard CRS definitions are “approximated” - for instance EPSG:4326 as it is defined in
the dataset, is approximated by EPSG:4326 however it is defined in the working copy. These may differ slightly, but
because it is an officially defined CRS, they shouldn’t differ in any meaningful way. The difference between these two
definitions is not shown when running kart status to see uncommitted changes, and the changed definition will not
be committed.
In the case that you want to replace the working copy definition with the one from the dataset, manually delete the
appropriate definition from the working copy and then run kart reset to rewrite the relevant part of your working
copy.
For CRS definitions that are not considered standard, Kart works exactly as it does with a GPKG working copy checkout of a working copy will write the relevant CRS definitions from the dataset to the working copy, and if those
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CRS definitions are then changed locally, these changes will show up in kart status and can be committed back to
the dataset.
CRS definitions are considered standard in MySQL if they have an authority of “EPSG”.

4.5.3 PostGIS Working Copy
In order to use a PostGIS working copy, you need to have a PostgreSQL database server with the PostGIS extension
installed. PostGIS 3.0 and later is officially supported by Kart (versions 2.0 and later are largely compatible but not
officially supported)
PostgreSQL partitioning
PostgreSQL databases are designed so that they can be used for multiple apps simultaneously without those apps
interfering with each other - they have multiple levels of data separation.
• A single server hosts a PostgreSQL database cluster.
• A database cluster contains one or more named databases. When a user connects to the server, they must specify
up front which database they need, and then they can only access data in this database.
• A single database contains one or more named schemas, which in turn contain tables. A user connected to the
database can query tables in any schema they have access-rights to without starting a new connection. Two tables
can have the same name, as long as they are in different schemas.
So PostgreSQL has a partition called a “schema” - the name can be confusing as “schema” can also have other meanings,
but in this case it means a namespace. A Kart PostGIS working copy can share a database cluster or a database with any
other app, but it expects to be given its own schema to manage (just as Kart expects to manage its own GPKG working
copy, not share it with data from other apps). Managing the schema means that Kart is responsible for initialising that
schema and importing the data in its initial state, then keeping track of any edits made to that data so that they can
be committed. Kart expects that the user will use some other application to modify the data in that schema as part of
making edits to a Kart working copy.
PostgreSQL Connection URI
A Kart repository with a PostGIS working copy needs to be configured with a postgresql:// connection URI. This
URI contains how to connect to the database cluster, the name of the database to connect to (which can be shared with
other apps), and the name of the schema that should be managed as a working copy by this Kart repository.
Kart needs a connection URL in the following format:
postgresql://[user[:password]@]host[:port]/dbname/dbschema
For example, a Kart repo called airport might have a URL like the following:
postgresql://kart_user:password@localhost:5432/gis/airport_kart
To configure a Kart repository to use a particular PostGIS schema as its working copy, specify the --workingcopy
flag when creating the repository, for example:
kart init --workingcopy=postgresql://...

--import=...

The schema that Kart is given to manage should be either non-existent or empty at the time Kart is configured, but the
database cluster and database should already exist.
The database user needs to have full rights to modify objects in the specified schema. (eg: via GRANT ALL ON SCHEMA
airport_kart TO kart_user;). As with psql, if no user or password is explicitly specified in the URL, the PGUSER
and PGPASSWORD environment variables are consulted.
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PostGIS limitations
Almost all geospatial data can be converted to PostGIS format without losing any fidelity, but it does have the following
limitations.
Approximated types
There is one type that Kart supports that has no PostGIS equivalent - an 8-bit integer.
This type
is “approximated” as a SMALLINT (which has 16 bits) in the PostGIS working copy.
See [APPROXIMATED_TYPES](APPROXIMATED_TYPES.md] for more information.
CRS definitions
The PostGIS extension comes pre-installed with thousands of standard EPSG & ESRI coordinate reference system definitions. Although these are generally produced from official sources, unfortunately different vendors or products might
have slightly different variations of them with respect to axis ordering, naming, authority codes, or other differences.
Kart has some design goals that make CRS management slightly more complicated in a PostGIS working copy:
• Kart doesn’t want to interfere with the CRS definitions that come pre-installed in PostGIS, since these are shared
by all database users - it would be unhelpful if they were forever being modified in minor ways by different users,
instead software should try and use the standard. For this reason, Kart doesn’t take the CRS from the dataset and
overwrite the pre-installed CRS in the PostGIS database.
• Kart doesn’t want commit changes that only exist due to working copy limitations, as opposed to changes the user
has made explicitly. A user might create a PostGIS working copy just to change one piece of data - they shouldn’t
accidentally end up committing the PostGIS version of any CRS definitions that the data is using. It would be
unhelpful if every type of working copy that was used to make a commit, caused the dataset CRS definitions to
be modified to a different version of the standard. For this reason, Kart doesn’t take the CRS from the working
copy and overwrite the CRS in the dataset.
The end result is that the standard CRS definitions are “approximated” - just as 8-bit integers in the Kart dataset are
approximated by 16-bit integers in the PostGIS working copy, standard CRS definitions are approximated too - for
instance EPSG:4326 as it is defined in the dataset, is approximated by EPSG:4326 however it is defined in the working
copy. These may differ slightly, but because it is an officially defined CRS, they shouldn’t differ in any meaningful way.
The difference between these two definitions is not shown when running kart status to see uncommitted changes,
and the changed definition will not be committed.
In the case that you want to replace the working copy definition with the one from the dataset, manually delete the
appropriate definition from the working copy and then run kart reset to rewrite the relevant part of your working
copy.
For CRS definitions that are not considered standard, Kart works exactly as it does with a GPKG working copy checkout of a working copy will write the relevant CRS definitions from the dataset to the working copy, and if those
CRS definitions are then changed locally, these changes will show up in kart status and can be committed back to
the dataset.
CRS definitions are considered standard in PostGIS if they have an authority of “EPSG” or “ESRI”.
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4.5.4 SQL Server Working Copy
In order to use a Microsoft SQL Server working copy, you need to have a SQL Server running. SQL Server 2016 and
later is officially supported by Kart (SQL Server 2012 and later are largely compatible but not officially supported).
You also need to have the Microsoft ODBC Driver for SQL Server installed on your system and working properly. This
can be tested by connecting to your SQL Server database using the sqlcmd utility - see the ODBC Driver section to
troubleshoot.
SQL Server partitioning
SQL Server databases are designed so that they can be used for multiple apps simultaneously without those apps
interfering with each other - they have multiple levels of data separation.
• A SQL Server contains one or more named databases. When a user connects to the server, they must specify up
front which database they need, and then they can only access data in this database.
• A single database contains one or more named schemas, which in turn contain tables. A user connected to the
database can query tables in any schema they have access-rights to without starting a new connection. Two tables
can have the same name, as long as they are in different schemas.
So SQL Server has a partition called a “schema” - the name can be confusing as “schema” can also have other meanings,
but in this case it means a namespace. A Kart SQL Server working copy can share a server or a database with any
other app, but it expects to be given its own schema to manage (just as Kart expects to manage its own GPKG working
copy, not share it with data from other apps). Managing the schema means that Kart is responsible for initialising that
schema and importing the data in its initial state, then keeping track of any edits made to that data so that they can
be committed. Kart expects that the user will use some other application to modify the data in that schema as part of
making edits to a Kart working copy.
SQL Server Connection URI
A Kart repository with a SQL Server working copy needs to be configured with a mssql:// connection URI. This
URI contains how to connect to the server, the name of the database to connect to (which can be shared with other
apps), and the name of the schema that should be managed as a working copy by this Kart repository.
Kart needs a connection URL in the following format:
mssql://[user[:password]@]host[:port]/dbname/dbschema
For example, a Kart repo called airport might have a URL like the following:
mssql://kart_user:password@localhost:1433/gis/airport_kart
To configure a Kart repository to use a particular SQL Server schema as its working copy, specify the --workingcopy
flag when creating the repository, for example:
kart init --workingcopy=mssql://...

--import=...

The schema that Kart is given to manage should be either non-existent or empty at the time Kart is configured, but the
server and database should already exist.
The database user needs to have full rights to modify objects in the specified schema. (eg: via GRANT CONTROL ON
SCHEMA airport_kart TO kart_user;).

4.5. Working Copy Formats
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Kart limitations - Geometry and Geography types
SQL Server has two different spatial data types, called Geometry and Geography. See the SQL Server spatial data
types documentation. Kart only has one spatial data type, called geography. At present, Kart geography data is
always written to the working copy in a SQL Server Geography column, but a future release of Kart will give the
user the option to configure if they want Geometry or Geography. The SQL Server Geometry type treats geometries
as if they lie on a flat plane (rather than on the ellipsoidal surface of the Earth), so using SQL Server functions such
as STDistance or STArea that calculate distance or area of the geometries will not give the real-world answer if the
geometries describe features on the surface of the Earth. Although the appropriate CRS ID remains attached to each
Geometry instance, SQL Server doesn’t use it at all to do these flat-plane geometry calculations.
If you need to use SQL Server’s Geography functions on data in your Kart working copy so that the calculations give
the correct answers as modeled on the ellipsoidal surface of the Earth, you can convert the Geometry instances to
Geography instance before doing the calculations. For instance, instead of executing the following query to find the
area of features in column geom:
SELECT geom.STArea() FROM my_table;`
you would instead execute a query that first converts to Geography:
SELECT geography::STGeomFromWKB(geom.STAsBinary(), 4326).STArea() FROM my_table;`

SQL Server limitations
Almost all geospatial data can be converted to SQL Server format without losing any fidelity, but it does have the
following limitations.
Approximated types
There is one type that Kart supports that has no SQL Server equivalent - the interval. This type is approximated as
NVARCHAR in the SQL Server working copy. See Approximated types for more information.
Unconstrained geometry types
Kart lets you define a column as containing only a particular type of geometry, eg only POINT or only MULTIPOLYGON
types. By contrast, SQL Server lets you put any type of geometry into a geometry column.
This mismatch has the following consequence: If Kart is managing a geometry column with a particular geometry type
such as POINT, and you check it out in a SQL Server working copy, you will be able to insert other types of geometry
into it, but Kart will prevent you from committing it. You still need to follow the constraint put in place when the
dataset was created, and only insert new geometries of the appropriate type.
If you need decide that a certain dataset should contain more types of geometries than its constraint currently allows, it
is possible to change a columns geometry type to be broader and allow more types. This cannot be done by editing the
SQL Server working copy, since as noted it doesn’t store this type information - instead it must be done using either a
different type of working copy, or the Kart command line tool. To use the command line, take the following steps:
1. View all the metadata for your dataset: kart meta get DATASET
2. Copy the JSON from under the heading schema.json and save it to a file of the same name in your current
working directory.
3. Modify the JSON so that the geometryType property is broader. For example:
• Old line: "geometryType":
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• New line: "geometryType":

"GEOMETRY",

4. Commit this change to the schema: kart meta set DATASET schema.json=@schema.json
CRS definitions
Kart lets you define arbitrary CRS definitions and attach them to your dataset. By contrast, SQL Server comes preinstalled with hundreds of standard EPSG coordinate reference system definitions. However, these cannot be modified,
and custom CRS cannot be added.
This mismatch has the following consequence: the only part of the CRS that Kart is tracking that can be written to a
SQL Server working copy is the numeric part of the CRS authority code (referred to in SQL Server documentation as
the spatial_reference_id or SRID). This code will be embedded in each geometry.
Since SQL Server has support for a limited number of CRS, it is possible that the SRID associated with your geometry
will not be one that SQL Server recognizes. However, this is of very little consequence since SQL Server doesn’t
make much use of the SRID for the Geometry type (as opposed to Geography type), and Kart working copies currently
only contain Geometry types. See the SQL Server documentation. It is much more important to make sure that the
application you use to view and edit your SQL Server working copy is able to extract and understand the CRS code and
so display the data correctly.
It is possible to modify the CRS definition attached to a particular geometry column by editing the code embedded in
every geometry in that column. This change can be committed as long as the new CRS you have chosen is one that is
built into SQL Server.
ODBC Driver
You need to have the Microsoft ODBC Driver for SQL Server installed on your system and working properly in order
for Kart to use a SQL Server working copy - Kart will not install this for you. That the driver is installed and working
correctly can be verified by using the sqlcmd utility to connect to your SQL Server database. Here are some possible
issues - the error message from Kart or sqlcmd will help you diagnose the issue:
• The ODBC Driver for SQL Server is not installed at all. To remedy, visit the Microsoft ODBC Driver for SQL
Server and follow the instructions for your system.
• The ODBC Driver on your system is not compatible with the version of OpenSSL on your system. Try installing
the latest version of both the driver and of OpenSSL.
• The ODBC Driver won’t connect to your SQL Server instance because you have a self-signed certificate. This
happens on more recent versions of ODBC Driver for SQL Server. For publicly accessible databases you will
generally want your certificate properly signed by a third-party certificate authority. You can learn more about
this in the SQL Server documentation. However, to force Kart to circumvent this requirement, you can append the query ?TrustServerCertificate=yes to the connection URI. To force sqlcmd to circumvent this
requirement, you just need to add the -C option at the commandline.

4.6 Development
4.6.1 Annotations
Kart can calculate certain metadata about commits (and actually about arbitrary diffs) and store it for later use.
This feature is probably mostly useful for apps needing to present commit metadata to users in a timely fashion.
At present only one type of annotation is available: feature counts.
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Finding feature counts for a commit
kart diff supports the --only-feature-count option, which can produce feature count estimates for an arbitrary
diff with a range of different accuracies.
$ kart diff HEAD^..HEAD --only-feature-count=good
landonline_setup:
151552 features changed
To get an exact feature count, use --only-feature-count=exact, which looks at all of the features.
Other values are veryfast, fast, medium, and good, all of which sample a proportion of the layer to determine an
approximate feature count.
Annotation storage
All annotations are stored in a SQLite database, annotations.db, in the repo directory (.kart/annotations.db)
The first time a given annotation is requested, it will be calculated and stored in the database. If the database doesn’t
exist, it will be created the first time it is used.
Subsequent requests for the same annotation will simply fetch it from the database, rather than re-calculate it.
If the database is unwritable for some reason, then annotations are not stored.
Bulk populating annotations
The kart build-annotations command populates annotations in bulk. It is useful as a post-commit, post-receive
or post-merge hook for services handling Kart repos.
It takes a list of commit IDs from stdin, and builds exact feature counts for the diffs those commits represent.
Alternatively, provide --all-reachable to build annotations for all commits that are reachable from any local ref,
rather than providing anything on stdin. Nothing is calculated for annotations that are already in the database.
If the database is unwritable for some reason, this command will error (exit code 20)

4.6.2 Approximated Types
Kart has a particular set of data types that it supports (see Datasets V2). The different types of working copies that
Kart supports also have their own sets of data types that they support. Most Kart data types are well-supported by most
working copies, but for those data types that are not, they have to be “approximated” by the closest type that is available
in the working copy environment.
Example of how an approximated type works
For example, Kart’s integer type can be configured to be 8, 16, 32 or 64 bits. The PostGIS working copy does not have
an 8-bit integer type, so it is approximated as a 16 bit integer instead. This works as follows:
• A particular Kart dataset contains a column with the 8-bit integer type.
• When checked out, the PostGIS working copy will contain an equivalent column, but with the 16-bit integer
type.
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• All of the data stored in Kart for this column is written to the equivalent column in the PostGIS working copy.
This is possible because every 8-bit integer can be stored in a 16-bit integer. This is a general principal of
approximated types: the approximated type must be able to hold every possible value of the original data (but
perhaps not in its original form).
• The user is able to modify the contents of this column to other 8-bit integer values and commit them.
• The user may modify the contents of this column to contain 16-bit integer values that would not fit in 8-bits
of storage, but they will not be allowed to commit this change. Attempting to commit values that cannot be
converted back to the original type fails with a message about a “schema violation”.
• Any difference between the original column contents as stored within Kart, and the approximated column contents as stored in the working copy, is not considered to be a diff and cannot be committed if it is only due to the
technical limitations of the working copy. In this example, the original 8-bit value for -1 is stored internally as
0xFF and the “approximated” 16-bit value of -1 is stored as 0xFFFF but these two values are considered equal
and only differ due to the technical limitations of the working copy, so this difference will not show up when
kart diff is run, and it cannot be committed. However, if the user then modifies the working copy to contain
+1 instead of -1, then that difference is a decision made by the user, not a technical limitation, and so that will be
visible when kart diff is run and can be committed.
• Any difference between the original column type a stored within Kart, and the approximated column type as
stored in the working copy, is not considered to be a diff and cannot be commited as it is only due to a technical
limitation in the working copy. In this example, the change from 8-bit integer to 16-bit integer will not
be shown in the list of differences when kart diff is run. However, if the user were to modify the type of the
column in the working copy from 16-bit integer to 32-bit integer, then that difference is a decision made
by the user, not a technical limitation, and so that will be visible when kart diff is run and can be committed.
General principles for approximated types
Other type approximations differ in the details, but they all work similarly: - An equivalent or broader type is substituted
for the desired type in the working copy if the desired type doesn’t exist in the working copy. - Content or type diffs
for that column are not shown and cannot be committed where they are only due to working copy limitations, not the
user’s decisions. - Content or type diffs for that column are shown and can be committed where they are caused by the
user making changes to the contents or column type - Changing the contents of a column so that it cannot be converted
back to the original type means that change cannot be committed; it results in a schema violation.
Specific types and their approximations
boolean
• Supported by GPKG as BOOLEAN, PostGIS as BOOLEAN, SQL Server as BIT
blob
• Supported by: GPKG as BLOB, PostGIS as BYTEA SQL Server as VARBINARY
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blob with maximum-length
• Supported by: GPKG as BLOB(max-length), SQL Server as VARBINARY(max-length)
• Approximated in PostGIS as BYTEA (no maximum-length)
• It is a schema violation to try to commit a blob that is longer than the maximum length.
date
• Supported by: PostGIS as DATE, SQL Server as DATE
• Supported in GPKG as DATE, however, unlike dates in other working copies this type is a free-form text type,
and so can contain arbitrary text.
• Date columns in GPKG will contain strings conforming to the ISO 8601 date format, ie YYYY-MM-DD.
• It is a schema violation to try to commit a DATE string in a GPKG working copy which doesn’t conform to the
ISO 8601 date format.
floating point (32-bit)
• Supported by: GPKG as FLOAT, PostGIS as REAL, SQL Server as REAL
floating point (64-bit)
• Supported by: GPKG as REAL, PostGIS as DOUBLE PRECISION, SQL Server as FLOAT
geometry
• Supported by: GPKG as GEOMETRY, PostGIS as GEOMETRY, SQL Server as GEOMETRY
integer (8-bit)
• Supported by: GPKG as TINYINT, SQL Server as TINYINT
• Approximated in PostGIS as SMALLINT (16-bit)
• It is a schema violation to try to commit an integer in a PostGIS working copy 8-bit integer column that will not
fit in 8-bits (it must have a value beween -128 and 127 inclusive).
integer (16-bit)
• Supported by: GPKG as SMALLINT, PostGIS as SMALLINT, SQL Server as SMALLINT
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integer (32-bit)
• Supported by: GPKG as MEDIUMINT, PostGIS as INTEGER, SQL Server as INT
integer (64-bit)
• Supported by: GPKG as INTEGER, PostGIS as BIGINT, SQL Server as BIGINT
interval
• Supported by: PostGIS as INTERVAL
• Approximated in GPKG as TEXT, SQL Server as NVARCHAR (ie, text)
• Interval columns in GPKG and SQL Server will contain strings conforming to the ISO 8601 duration format, ie
PxYxMxDTxHxMxS (where each x is replaced with the number of years, months, days, hours, minutes or seconds
respectively).
• It is a schema violation to try to commit a string in a GPKG or SQL Server working copy interval column that
doesn’t conform to the ISO 8601 duration format.
numeric
• Supported by: PostGIS as NUMERIC, SQL Server as NUMERIC
• Approximated in GPKG as TEXT
• Numeric columns in GPKG will contain decimal numbers as strings, ie 123.456.
• It is a schema violation to try to commit a string in a GPKG working copy numeric column that isn’t a decimal
number.
text
• Supported by: GPKG as TEXT, PostGIS as TEXT, SQL Server as NVARCHAR
text with maximum length:
• Supported by: GPKG as TEXT(max-length), PostGIS as VARCHAR(max-length), SQL Server as
NVARCHAR(max-length)
time
• Supported by: PostGIS as TIME, SQL Server as TIME
• Approximated in GPKG as TEXT
• Time columns in GPKG will contain strings conforming to the ISO 8601 time format, without a timezone - ie,
HH:MM:SS.SSS
• It is a schema violation to try to commit a string in a GPKG working copy time column that doesn’t conform to
the ISO 8601 time format, without a timezone.
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timestamp
• Supported by: PostGIS as TIMESTAMPTZ, SQL Server as DATETIMEOFFSET
• Supported in GPKG as DATETIME, however, unlike timestamps in other working copies this type is a free-form
text type, and so can contain arbitrary text.
• Timestamp columns in GPKG will contain strings conforming to the ISO 8601 datetime format, and end with a
Z indicating that they are in UTC time - ie YYYY-MM-DDTHH:MM:SS.SSSZ.
• It is a schema violation to try to commit a string in a GPKG working copy timestamp column that doesn’t conform
to the ISO 8601 datetime format with timezone Z.
GPKG is not type-safe
SQLite, which the GPKG spec is built upon, does not enforce that the contents of a column match its type. In a GPKG
working copy, it is a schema violation to try to commit any contents into a column that doesn’t match its type.

4.6.3 Building Git for Kart
Background
Kart comes bundled with a custom build of Git, which has a few changes, depending on the platform:
• On macOS and Linux, the custom build of Git supports list-object-filter extensions, and comes bundled with
one such extension - a spatial filter for Kart. See Spatial Filtering for more information. The file vendor/git/
Makefile builds this custom build of Git from source on those platforms.
• On Windows, the custom build of Git supports list-object-filter extensions, but does not come bundled with any
such extensions. This means that spatially filtered partial clones are partly supported on Windows - Kart on
Windows can be the client during a spatial filtered partial clone, but not the server.
Building Git for Kart on macOS or Linux
From the root of the Kart repository, run the following command:
make -C vendor lib-git
This builds the Kart fork of Git - which supports list-object-filter extensions - and links in the spatial filter extension,
which is found at vendor/spatial-filter. The executables will be output to the vendor/env/bin/ directory.
There is some documentation on how to write and build filter extensions in the koordinates/git fork. It is hoped (but
is not certain) that the concept of filter extensions will one day be merged into Git (unlike the spatial filter extension
itself, which is too specific to be generally useful in Git).
Simply building Kart by running make will include this step by either building Git for Kart locally, or downloading a
prebuilt version from Github.
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Building Git for Kart on Windows
This process is not yet included in any makefiles or similar and must be performed manually.
The makefile that builds vendor dependencies for Kart on Windows is vendor/makefile.vc, and all that it does is
download a prebuilt MinGit binary hosted on GitHub and extract it to the appropriate location. In order to build a new
version of Git for Kart on Windows, the following steps must be taken on a 64-bit Windows platform:
(These instructions are adapted from the Git for Windows documentation)
Installing the build environment
1. Download and run the Git for Windows SDK installer
Building Git for Kart
1. An initial git clone and make should have already occurred when running the SDK installer.
2. Open the Git for Windows SDK MinGW shell by double clicking either the Shortcut on the desktop Git SDK
64-bit.lnk or by double clicking mingw64_shell.bat in the install folder.
3. Change directory to the Git repository: cd /usr/src/git
4. Add koordinates/git as a remote: git remote add kx https://github.com/koordinates/git
5. Fetch the branch with the source for the custom build of Git for Kart: git fetch kx windows-kx-latest
6. Check out the branch that was just fetched: git checkout windows-kx-latest
7. Run make install to build and install the latest version of git. > The first line of output will contain a versionnumber eg 2.34.0.windows.1.13.g93318cbc8d. Using some or all of this string as the version number
generally makes sense (see step 10 below) but you can customise the version number if desired.
8. Check that the installed git (at /mingw64/bin/git) is the right version by running git --version and make
sure it has the functionality you expect.
9. Change directory to the build-extra repository: cd /usr/src/build-extra
10. Check out the main branch: git fetch && git checkout main
11. Set a version name or number for the release: VERSION=v2.34.0.windows.1.13
12. Build a MinGit release of Git: ./mingit/release.sh $VERSION. The script will create a new zip file in your
home directory.
Uploading to GitHub and using in a Kart release
1. Create a new release in the koordinates/git repository and attach the new zip as an artifact.
2. Modify vendor/makefile.vc to download the new zip from the new release.
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4.6.4 Datasets V1 (& earlier)
Datasets V3 is the current repository structure Kart uses - Datasets V1 is no longer supported except that Kart can
upgrade an old repo from Datasets V1 to Datasets V3, using kart upgrade SOURCE DEST.
Nevertheless, documentation for Datasets V1 follows.
Repository Layout:
v0.2 with working copy
myproject/
.git/
config
readme.txt

# git stuff lives under here
# includes pointer to working-copy
# random file managed by git

path/to/mydataset/
legend.jpg
.sno-table/
˓→Excluded in git WC
sno.idxi
sno.idxd
meta/
version
gpkg_contents
gpkg_metadata
gpkg_metadata_reference
sqlite_table_info
primary_key
gpkg_geometry_columns
gpkg_spatial_ref_sys
1a/
2b/
bAsE64=
˓→msgpack of PK value

# dataset name is 'dataset' here
# random file managed by git
# features for mydataset live under here in git.␣

otherdataset/
.sno-table/
˓→Excluded in git WC
documentation.pdf

# dataset name is 'dataset' here
# features for mydataset live under here in git.␣

myproject.gpkg
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# spatial index (optional)
# spatial index (optional)

# metadata content (optional)
# metadata <> table pointers (optional)

# sha1 of feature pk, first 2 hex chars
# sha1 of feature pk, second 2 hex chars
# feature (msgpack-encoded). Name is base64-encoded␣

# random file managed by git
# working copy for project. Ignored in git WC
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v0.0
nz_primary_parcels_taranaki/
meta/
gpkg_contents
gpkg_geometry_columns
gpkg_metadata
gpkg_metadata_reference
gpkg_spatial_ref_sys
sqlite_table_info
version
features/
fffd/
fffdf8fa-e14d-4ac9-a9ba-0bb9f263a69e/
affected_surveys
appellation
calc_area
fid
geom
id
land_district
parcel_intent
statutory_actions
survey_area
titles
topology_type

GPKG working copies (v0, v1 is similar)
How the __kxg_map (IDMAP) table works
state field:
• 0 = unchanged
• -1 = deleted
• 1 = edited
TABLEfid
1
2
3
6
7

att
a
b
c
e
e

IDMAPuuid
123
124
125
126
127

fid
1
2
3
6
7

state
0
0
0
0
0

UPDATE t SET att=cc WHERE fid=3
INSERT INTO t (fid, att) VALUES (4, 'd')
DELETE FROM t WHERE fid=1
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TABLEfid
.
2
3
4
6
7

att
.
b
cc
d
e
e

IDMAPuuid
123
124
125
NULL
126
127

fid
1
2
3
4
6
7

state
-1
0
1
0
0
0

att
.
b
cc
d
e
e

IDMAPuuid
123
124
125
NULL
126
127

fid
1
5
3
4
6
7

state
-1
1
1
0
0
0

att
.
bb
ccc
dd
e
e

IDMAPuuid
123
124
125
NULL
126
127

fid
1
5
3
4
6
7

state
-1
1
1
1
0
0

att
.
bb
ccc
dd
e
e

IDMAPuuid
123
124
125
NULL
126
127

fid
1
2
3
1
6
9

state
-1
1
1
1
0
1

UPDATE t SET fid=5 WHERE fid=2
TABLEfid
.
5
3
4
6
7
UPDATE t SET att=bb WHERE fid=5
UPDATE t SET att=ccc WHERE fid=3
UPDATE t SET att=dd WHERE fid=4
TABLEfid
.
5
3
4
6
7
UPDATE t SET fid=2 WHERE fid=5
UPDATE t SET fid=1 WHERE fid=4
UPDATE t SET fid=9 WHERE fid=7
TABLEfid
.
2
3
1
6
9
• feature 123 was deleted
• feature 124 was edited (att=b -> bb)
• feature 125 was edited (att=c -> ccc)
• feature fid=1 was added (fid= -> 1; att= -> dd)
• feature 127 was edited (fid=7 -> 9)
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4.6.5 Datasets V2
Datasets V3 is the current repository structure Kart uses, and is a good starting point for learning about Datasets V2.
Kart 0.10 continues to support Datasets V2, but all newly created repos will use Datasets V3.
Differences
A V2 dataset is exactly like a V3 dataset, except:
• The folder that contains the entire dataset is called .sno-dataset instead of .table-dataset.
• Attaching a particular path structure to the dataset within the path-structure.json meta item is not supported
- instead, all V2 datasets use the same path structure, known as the legacy path structure.
Legacy path-structure
The legacy path structure information isn’t written to a path-structure.json file, but if it was, it would look as
follows:
{
"scheme": "msgpack/hash",
"branches": 256,
"levels": 2,
"encoding": "hex"
}
This means that every feature path looks something like the following:
3c/57/kU0=
This example is for a feature with one primary key column only, and a primary key value of [77].
To generate the path to the file:
[77] -> MessagePack -> bytes([0x91, 0x4d]) -> SHA256 -> bytes([0x3c, 0x57, 0x8e, 0x75, ...]) ->
hex encode first two bytes as a 2-level path -> 3c/57
To generate the filename:
[77] -> MessagePack -> bytes([0x91, 0x4d]) -> Base64 -> kU0=

4.6.6 Datasets V3
Background
Kart’s internal repository structure - currently called “Datasets V3” - has been through a few iterations:
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Kart Version
0.0 to 0.1
0.2 to 0.4
0.5 to 0.8
0.9
0.10

Kart’s name at the time
Snowdrop
Sno
Sno
Kart
Kart

Repository structure version
Datasets V0
Datasets V1
Datasets V2
Datasets V2
Datasets V3 (but v2 still supported)

Datasets V3 is a storage formats for database tables where each table row is stored in a separate file. This means table
rows can be stored using git-style version control, resulting in a storage format for a database-table which has version
history.
The main improvement of Datasets V3 is how the rows are divided into different folders (or “trees” in git terminology)
for more efficient storage when there are a large number of revisions and features. See Datasets V2 for more information
on the preivous system.
The main improvement of Datasets V2 is that the schema of a table can be changed in isolation without having to
rewrite every row in the table. Rows that were written with a previous schema are adapted to fit the current schema
when read. See Datasets V1 for more information on the previous system.
To upgrade a Kart repository to the latest supported repository structure, run kart upgrade SOURCE DEST where
SOURCE is the path to the existing repo, and DEST is the path to where the upgraded repo will be created. This will rewrite
your repository history — all commit information is preserved but the commit identifiers will all change. Merging
changes across upgrades will not work out.
The following is a technical description of Datasets V3.
Overall structure
A V3 dataset is a folder named .table-dataset that contains two folders. These are meta which contains information
about the database table itself - its title, description, and schema - and ‘feature’ which contains the table rows. The
schema file contains the structure of the table rows, ie the names and type of each column. The “name” of the V2
Dataset is the path to the .table-dataset folder.
For example, here is the basic folder structure of a dataset named contours/500m:
contours/
contours/500m/
contours/500m/.table-dataset/
contours/500m/.table-dataset/meta/
contours/500m/.table-dataset/meta/title
contours/500m/.table-dataset/meta/description
contours/500m/.table-dataset/meta/schema.json
contours/500m/.table-dataset/meta/...

#
#
#
#

contours/500m/.table-dataset/feature/...

# Database table rows
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Title of the dataset
Description of the dataset
Schema of the dataset
Other dataset metadata
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Meta items
The following items are stored in the meta part of the dataset, and have the following structure.
meta/title
Contains the title of the dataset, encoded using UTF-8. The title is freeform text, clients could if they desired include
HTML tags or markdown in the title.
meta/description
Contains the title of the dataset, encoded using UTF-8. The description is freeform text, clients could if they desired
include HTML tags or markdown in the title.
meta/schema.json
Contains the current schema of the table, as a JSON array. Each item in the array represents a column in the table, and
contains the name and type of that database column. A more in-depth explanation is found below under the heading
“Syntax”.
For example, here is the schema for a dataset containing building outlines:
[
{
"id": "500f5ecc-c02c-e8db-052a-84efb4d08a00",
"name": "fid",
"dataType": "integer",
"primaryKeyIndex": 0,
"size": 64
},
{
"id": "b8ae8ff3-1691-7f6f-bbe0-c03c648b6d67",
"name": "geom",
"dataType": "geometry",
"geometryType": "MULTIPOLYGON",
"geometryCRS": "EPSG:4326"
},
{
"id": "4324e825-ffed-8aff-ceac-53a7dde7e2f7",
"name": "building_id",
"dataType": "integer",
"size": 32
},
{
"id": "878f8e4e-433a-b7bb-74d5-b360ccfb3607",
"name": "name",
"dataType": "text",
"length": 250
},
{
"id": "c8e75111-0506-a898-4d0e-ed1aa8c81280",
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

"name": "last_modified",
"dataType": "date",
}
]

Syntax
Every JSON object in the array represents a column of the database table, and these objects are listed in the same order
as the columns in the table. Each of these objects has at least the three required attributes - id, name and dataType and some have a fourth optional attribute, primaryKeyIndex.
id
This is a unique ID used internally, the contents of the ID have no specific meaning. However, the ID of a column
remains constant over its lifetime, even as its name or position in the array changes, so they can are used to recognise
a column even if it has been renamed and moved.
name
This is the name of the column in the database table, as would be used in a SELECT statement. Column names must
be unique within a dataset.
dataType
This is the type of data which is stored in this column. A complete list of allowed types is found in the “Data types”
section below.
primaryKeyIndex
This controls whether or not this column is a primary key. If this value is null or not present, then the column is not a
primary key. If it is any non-negative integer, then the column is a primary key. The first primary key column should
have a primaryKeyIndex of 0, the next primary key column should have 1, and so on.
Those are all of the fields that apply to any column. Certain dataTypes can have extra fields that help specify the type
of data that the column should hold - see the “Extra type info” section below.
Data types
The following data types are supported by Kart, generally these follow the SQL standard data type categories. When
a versioned Kart dataset is converted to a database table (ie, when kart checkout updates the working copy) then
these Kart data types will be converted to equivalent data types in the database table, depending on what is supported
by the database in question.
• boolean
– stores true or false.
• blob
– stores a string of bytes.
• date
– stores year + month + day. The timezone that should be used to interpret this (if any) is not stored.
• float
– stores a floating point number using a fixed number of bits. Floating point values have reasonable but
imperfect precision over a huge range.
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• geometry
– stores a well-known-text geometry eg a point or a polygon.
• integer
– stores an integer value, using a fixed number of bits.
• interval
– stores an interval of time as a number of years + months + days + hours + minutes + seconds
• numeric
– stores a decimal number using a fixed number of digits of precision.
• text
– stores a string of text, using the database’s text encoding.
• time
– stores a 24 hour time as hour + minute + second. The timezone that should be used to interpret this (if any)
is not stored.
• timestamp
– stores a date + time. The timezone that should be used to interpret this is not stored, with one exception:
the entire column can be defined as being in UTC in the column schema.
Extra type info
Certain types have extra attributes that help specify how the type should be stored in a database. They don’t affect how
Kart stores the data - and they don’t necessarily affect all database types - for instance, setting a maximum length of 10
characters in a column with "dataType": "text" won’t be enforced in a SQLite since it doesn’t enforce maximum
lengths.
If any of these attributes are not present, that has the same effect as if that attribute was present but was set to null.
The extra attributes that are supported are as follows:
Extra type info for "dataType":

"geometry"

• geometryType
– Eg "geometryType":

"MULTIPOLYGON ZM"

– A well-known-text (WKT) geometry type - eg “POINT”, “LINESTRING”, “MULTIPOLYGON”, etc, optionally followed by a Z or M indicator if the data has a third dimension or a linear referencing system (or
both).
• geometryCRS
– Eg "geometryCRS":

"EPSG:2193"

– A string used to identify the Coordinate Reference System of the geometry. Often in the form "EPSG:1234"
for a CRS in the EPSG registry, but for a custom CRS, any identifier could be chosen.
– Can be null for an unspecified CRS.
Extra type info for "dataType":

"integer"

• size
– Eg "size":
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– The size of the integer in bits. Should be 8, 16, 32, or 64.
Extra type info for "dataType":

"float"

• size
– Eg "size":

32

– The size of the floating point number in bits. Should be 32 or 64.
Extra type info for "dataType":

"text"

• length
– Eg: "length":

100

– The maximum length of the text in characters.
– Can be null if the maximum length is unbounded.
Extra type info for "dataType":

"numeric"

• precision
– The maximum number of total digits for the numeric type.
• scale
– How many of the digits are to the right of the decimal point. For example, the number “1234.5678” can be
stored in a numeric type with a precision of 8 and a scale of 4.
Extra type info for "dataType":

"timestamp"

• timezone
– Eg: "timezone":

"UTC"

– The timezone that should be used to interpret the timestamp. The only valid values are "UTC" and null. If
the timezone is null, that means that the timestamp’s timezone (if any) is not stored in Kart, and therefore
interpreting the timestamps correctly must be performed by a client with the appropriate context (ie, perhaps
the client knows all stored timestamps are in local time at the client’s location).
meta/legend/...
The legend folder of the dataset contains data known as “legends” that are used when reading features. Features that
are written using one schema could be read later once the schema has changed. A legend contains the minimal amount
of information required to adapt the feature to the current schema. This information is just the list of column IDs from
the schema at the time of writing. For example, if features were written using the schema in the section above, this
would also result in the following legend being written:
[
"500f5ecc-c02c-e8db-052a-84efb4d08a00",
"b8ae8ff3-1691-7f6f-bbe0-c03c648b6d67",
"4324e825-ffed-8aff-ceac-53a7dde7e2f7",
"878f8e4e-433a-b7bb-74d5-b360ccfb3607",
"c8e75111-0506-a898-4d0e-ed1aa8c81280",
]
Another legend entry is added whenever an update to the schema is committed, and they are never modified or deleted.
They are part of the internal structure of the dataset and they need not be viewed by the end user.
Each legend has a unique filename based on the sha256 hash of its contents. Legends are not stored using JSON, but
in a binary encoding called MessagePack that has equivalent capabilities.
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meta/crs/{identifier}.wkt
A dataset should contain coordinate-reference-system (CRS) definitions for any CRS needed to interpret its geometry.
These are stored in Well-Known-Text format <_well_known_text_format_>`_(WKT). The identifier that is part of the
filename here should be the same as the ``geometryCRS` identifier in the schema.
Features
Every database table row is stored in its own file. It is stored as an array of values plus the name of the legend that
should be used to read it. This array is serialised using MessagePack, but for the sake of readability, the example below
is shown in JSON.
For instance, a single feature might be stored as the following:
[
"204b9886d5dbd9fe3a7edb9a7a7dba699b5202f7",
[
1445288,
"GP0001e61000000101cce1b0dce@7fx8f4Dc0",
1260047,
"Pukerua Bay Police Station",
"2018-11-05"
]
]
Note that the first value is the name of the legend, and the remaining values are the values (but not keys) of the database
row.
Decoding a feature works as follows - first, look up the legend with the given name from the meta/legend/ directory.
This will contain a list of column IDs. There will be the same number of column IDs as values, and stored in the same
order, so that they can be combined together into key-value pairs:
{
"500f5ecc-c02c-e8db-052a-84efb4d08a00":
"b8ae8ff3-1691-7f6f-bbe0-c03c648b6d67":
"4324e825-ffed-8aff-ceac-53a7dde7e2f7":
"878f8e4e-433a-b7bb-74d5-b360ccfb3607":
"c8e75111-0506-a898-4d0e-ed1aa8c81280":

1445288,
"GP0001e61000000101cce1b0dce@7fx8f4Dc0",
1260047,
"Pukerua Bay Police Station",
"2018-11-05"

}
Finally, the current schema is consulted to find out the current position and name of the columns with those IDs, so
that a database row can be constructed. If a column is no longer part of the schema, the value for that column will be
dropped from the feature. If a new column has been added to the schema since this feature was written, the feature
will have a NULL value for that column. The end result will be a feature that conforms to the current database schema
- something like the following:
{
"fid": 1445288,
"geom": "GP0001e61000000101cce1b0dce@7fx8f4Dc0",
"building_id": 1260047,
"name": "Pukerua Bay Police Station",
"star_rating": null,
"last_modified": "2018-11-05"
}
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Features are stored at a path based on their primary key, so that an update to the feature that doesn’t change its primary
key will cause it to be overwritten in place. More information is provided below under Feature paths.
Messagepack encoding
MessagePack can serialise everything that JSON can serialise, plus byte strings. For MessagePack to be able to serialise
features containing any of the Kart-supported data types, sometimes the values to be serialised are converted to a more
generic type first. The following serialisation logic is used:
• boolean - serialised as a boolean.
• blob - serialised as a byte string.
• date - serialised as a string, with the format YYYY-MM-DD
• float - serialised as a float.
• geometry - See Geometry encoding section below.
• integer - serialised as an integer.
• interval - serialised as a string, in ISO8601 Duration format, ie PnYnMnDTnHnMnS.
• numeric - serialised as a string, in decimal format eg 123 for a whole number or 123.456 if there is a fractional
part.
• text - serialised as a string.
• time - serialised as a string, with the format hh:mm:ss.ssss and without a timezone. The fractions of a second
may be omitted.
• timestamp - serialised as a string, in ISO8601 format with T as the separator and without a timezone, ie
YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss.ssss. The fractions of a second may be omitted.
In those cases where a certain part of the representation may be omitted - in practise, that part will be omitted if it is
zero. If it is non-zero it will always be included.
Geometry encoding
Geometries are converted to byte strings before they are serialised using MessagePack. The geometry bytestring is
marked as being a MessagePack extension with the extension code "G" (71). The encoding used to serialise the geometry is as follows.
Geometries are encoded using the Standard GeoPackageBinary format specified in GeoPackage v1.3.0 §2.1.3 Geometry
Encoding, with additional restrictions:
1. Geometries must use the StandardGeoPackageBinary type.
2. GeoPackage binary headers must always use little-endian byte ordering.
3. The WKB geometry must always use little-endian byte ordering.
4. All non-empty geometries must have an envelope, except for POINT types:
• Points and empty geometries have no envelope.
• Geometries with a Z component have an XYZ envelope.
• Other geometries have an XY envelope.
5. The srs_id is always 0, since this information not stored in the geometry object but is stored on a per-column
basis in meta/schema.json in the geometryCRS field.
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Note on axis-ordering: As required by the GeoPackageBinary format, which Kart uses internally for geometry storage,
Kart’s axis-ordering is always (longitude/easting/x, latitude/northing/y, z, m). Following the GeoJSON specification,
this same axis-ordering is also used in Kart’s JSON and GeoJSON output.
Feature paths
Every feature is stored at a path based on its primary key, so that an update to the feature that doesn’t change its primary
key will cause it to be overwritten in place. The primary key value can be transformed into its path and back into a
primary key value without losing any information - for this reason, the values for primary key columns are not included
in the contents of a feature file, since they can be inferred from the file’s name.
A feature path might look like this:
A/A/A/B/kU0=
There are two parts to this: the path to the file - A/A/A/B - and the filename itself - kU0=.
Feature path filename
The filename is the more important part, and it is generated in the following manner:
urlsafe_b64encode(msgpack.packb(primary_key_value_array))
In the example feature path above, there is only one primary key column, and the feature being stored is the feature
with primary key 77. So the primary key values are an array of length one containing 77: [77]. So the filename was
generated as follows:
[77] -> MessagePack -> bytes([0x91, 0x4d]) -> Base64 -> kU0=
Path to the feature file
For technical reasons, it is best if only a relatively small number of features are stored together in a single directory,
and similarly if only a small number of directories are stored together in a single directory. Ideally, the features created
at the same time or likely to be edited at the same time should be stored together, rather than spread out among all the
other features - so, neighbouring primary key values should be neighbouring file paths where possible.
The exact system used to generate the path to the file depends on a few parameters which are stored in the dataset as an
extra meta item called path-structure.json. The path structure might look like this:
{
"scheme": "int",
"branches": 64,
"levels": 4,
"encoding": "base64"
}
The "scheme": "int" tells us that this path-structure is used for a dataset which has a single primary key column
of type integer, and that value will be used directly to generate the path to the file. (The only other supported scheme
is "msgpack/hash" - see below).
The next two parameters - "branches": 64, "levels": 4 indicate that there are 4 levels of directory hierarchy,
and at each level, there are up to 64 different directories branching out, such that a dataset with a huge number of
features will have them spread across 64 ** 4 = 16777216 leaf-node directories - so a dataset could have 64 **
5 = 1073741824 features and no directory would contain more than 64 directories or features. (Directories are only
created when needed, so a dataset with only one feature with primary key 1 would create only four nested folders in
which to store it, eg A/A/A/A.)
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Each directory is named after a character in the URL-safe Base64 alphabet - this is the "encoding": "base64",
and this encoding only supports a branch factor of 64. The other valid encoding is "hex", which supports a branch
factor of 16 or 256.
So to encode the example before where the primary-key-value-array is [77] - since the scheme is “int” we know there
is only one primary key value, an integer, which we can use as input for the subsequent steps: 77. Encoding an integer
(rather than a string of bytes) using Base64 works similarly to encoding integers in other bases such as hexadecimal. A
quick primer: 0 is A, 1 is B, 64 is BA, and 77 is BN. We pad the left side with A (which stands for 0) as needed: AAABN,
and we remove the last character since we want to only change the path every 64 features, not every feature, giving us
AAAB. (Feature filenames already have their own scheme which distiguishes them from every other feature in the same
folder). Treating this as a path 4 levels long gives us A/A/A/B.
So, feature with primary key values [77] would be written at A/A/A/B/kU0= using this path-structure.
Example with a very large primary key:
[1234567890] -> Base64 -> BJlgLS -> remove last character, take next 4 last characters as path -> J/l/g/L
The filename would be encoded as before:
[1234567890] -> MessagePack -> bytes([0x91, 0xce, 0x49, 0x96, 0x02, 0xd2]) -> Base64 -> kc5JlgLS
Giving a complete feature path of: J/l/g/L/kc5JlgLS
Alternate scheme - msgpack/hash
This scheme doesn’t keep similarly named features near each other, so the “int” scheme is preferred when available.
However, this scheme is more generic and works with any number of primary key columns, of any type.
The method for turning a primary key into a path to a file is now as follows:
encode(sha256(msgpack.packb(primary_key_value_array)))
So if we started with [77] again, we would turn it into a string of bytes as follows:
[77] -> MessagePack -> bytes([0x91, 0x4d]) -> SHA256 -> bytes([0x3c, 0x57, 0x8e, 0x75, ...])
For the encoding step, as many bits as are needed are taken from the start of this bytestring and encoded to Base64 or
hex in order to make the path. Assuming we use the same parameters as last time, four levels of base64 requires 4 *
6 = 24 bits, so this would work like so:
bytes([0x3c, 0x57, 0x8e, 0x75, ...]) -> Base64 encode first 24 bits -> PFeO -> treat as path -> P/F/e/O
So, feature with primary key values [77] would be written at P/F/e/O/kU0= using this path-structure.
The paths to the files are more opaque in this scheme and provide less information about the feature’s primary keys however, just as in the last scheme, the feature’s filename by itself can be decoded back into the primary key values.
The paths are simply there to spread out the features for performance reasons.
Legacy path-structure
Datasets V2 only supports a single path structure, which is not stored in the dataset, but hard-coded. If no pathstructure information is stored in the dataset, then the Datasets V2 structure is assumed. The Datasets V2 structure
uses the following path-structure parameters (though these are implied, not stored in the repository):
{
"scheme": "msgpack/hash",
"branches": 256,
"levels": 2,
(continues on next page)
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"encoding": "hex"
}
See Datasets V2.
Valid Dataset Names
Datasets have names, which can actually be hierarchical paths, e.g. hydro/soundings. Kart enforces the following
rules about these paths:
• Paths may contain most unicode characters
• Paths must not contain any ASCII control characters (codepoints 00 to 1F), or any of the characters :, <, >, ", |,
?, or *
• Paths must not start or end with a /
• No path component (/-separated) may:
– be empty
– start or end with a .
– end with a ` ` (space)
– be any of these reserved Windows filenames: CON, PRN, AUX, NUL, COM1, COM2, COM3, COM4, COM5, COM6,
COM7, COM8, COM9, LPT1, LPT2, LPT3, LPT4, LPT5, LPT6, LPT7, LPT8, LPT9.
• Repositories may not contain more than one dataset with names that differ only by case.
Additionally, backslashes (\) in dataset paths are converted to forward slashes (/) when imported.
These rules exist to help ensure that Kart repositories can be checked out on a range of operating systems and filesystems.

4.6.7 CLI Helper
In order to speed up command kart command invocations a helper mode can be enabled on Linux and MacOS
This mode will start a background process which stays running and forks a new process to perform the command so as
to not include python import time overhead.
The helper command
kart helper starts the background process and supports the --socket and --timeout options. --socket is
the name of a UNIX socket to be used to communcate between the client and helper. --socket defaults to
$HOME/.kart.socket and setting a seperate socket name is not currently supported in the client. --timout specifies
how long the helper will wait for a command from the client before shutting down.
In normal operation kart helper is started by the client process which is part of the standard kart startup process
but the client will use a previously started helper if it can connect on the named UNIX socket.
Through an environment variable, KART_HELPER_LOG, it is possible to enable logging of all commands performed by
the helper. This will log the PID and working directory of the client along with the command and args that were run to
the filename in KART_HELPER_LOG.
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The client
Helper mode is enabled by specifying setting and environment variable, KART_USE_HELPER. 0, not set and any value
with leading spaces are all treated as false, any other value is true.
The client executable is kart_cli_helper but at install is linked as kart so use is transparent. The main PyInstaller
build executable is kart_cli on supported platforms.
Operation
When helper mode is enabled the client, kart, will try to connect to a UNIX socket, if that is not possible it will try to
start the helper command of kart and wait until the socket is available.
During starting the helper command the client will double fork, close file descriptors and execute the helper command
so that it is fully detached in the background to continue running after this invocation of the client. The helper command
will start, open a socket and listen along with importing any expensive python libraries so as to ensure no imports are
done when a fork is performed to run a command.
Once the client can connect to the socket it creates a semaphore to receive the exit code of kart and sends a JSON
dictionary of the local environment at calling time, command arguments to run, semaphore ID and PID of the client
process. This is sent to the helper along with stdin, stdout, stderr file descriptors and a file descriptor of the current
working directory. The client then needs to wait as long as the longest kart command might take, currently it waits for
1 day.
On receiving a request from the client the helper mode forks a child, sets up the environment and working directory
as per the client process, opens the stdin, stdout, stderr file descriptors from the client and assigns them to sys.stdin,
sys.stdout, sys.stderr so that output will go directly to the calling process standard streams without copying then runs
the command through cli() as usual.
Once the command completes the helper writes the exit code to the semphore and sends a SIGALRM to the client. The
client handles the SIGALRM by reading the semphore to set the exit code and exiting.

4.7 Meta Items
Here are some example meta items.
{
"<layer>": {
"title": "Example title",
"description": "Source: Example source\nData last updated: 12 Jul 2012\nDownloaded␣
˓→from http://example.com/ 12 Jul 2012",
"schema.json": [
{
"id": "b6828caa-56c4-a804-b8ae-90ffb11ca006",
"name": "fid",
"dataType": "integer",
"primaryKeyIndex": 0,
"size": 64
},
{
"id": "0e81e0eb-9ad9-614c-5976-5c95d05eb1b6",
"name": "geom",
"dataType": "geometry",
(continues on next page)
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"primaryKeyIndex": null,
"geometryType": "POINT",
"geometryCRS": "EPSG:4326"
},
{
"id": "3073e934-4245-73f6-9494-e2712becb644",
"name": "crt_date",
"dataType": "float",
"primaryKeyIndex": null,
"size": 64
},
{
"id": "d432bc71-1112-4a9c-5e98-f11f40a0f98f",
"name": "mod_date",
"dataType": "float",
"primaryKeyIndex": null,
"size": 64
}
],
"crs/EPSG:4326.wkt": "GEOGCS[\"WGS 84\",DATUM[\"WGS_1984\",SPHEROID[\"WGS 84\",
˓→6378137,298.257223563,AUTHORITY[\"EPSG\",\"7030\"]],AUTHORITY[\"EPSG\",\"6326\"]],
˓→PRIMEM[\"Greenwich\",0,AUTHORITY[\"EPSG\",\"8901\"]],UNIT[\"degree\",0.
˓→0174532925199433,AUTHORITY[\"EPSG\",\"9122\"]],AXIS[\"Latitude\",NORTH],AXIS[\
˓→"Longitude\",EAST],AUTHORITY[\"EPSG\",\"4326\"]]"
}
}
The possible meta items are named: - title - description - schema.json - crs/<some-identifier>.wkt
For a more complete specification, see Kart’s Datasets V3 documentation.
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